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SMITH BERNAL WORDWAVE 

 
 

1. LADY JUSTICE RAFFERTY:  Her Majesty's Attorney General in reliance upon the 
provisions of section 36 Criminal Justice Act 1988 seeks leave to challenge as unduly 
lenient a sentence imposed on RM.  We give leave.   

2. M, 68, born on 23rd March 1945, on 2nd December 2013 was sentenced after 
conviction by a jury as follows: On counts 1 and 2, indecent assaults on his 
stepdaughter S when she was between 8 and 9, contrary to section 14 Sexual Offences 
Act 1956 two years' imprisonment on each; on counts 3 and 4, sexual activity with S 
when she was between 9 and 11, contrary to section 9 Sexual Offences Act 2003 three 
years' imprisonment on each; and counts 5 and 6 like offences when S was between 11 
and 13 four-and-a-half years' imprisonment on each, all the terms concurrent, the total 
four-and-a-half years. 

3. S was born on 23rd March 1994.  M and her mother, Muslims, were married in 2000.  
From an early stage S treated M as her father.   

March 2002 to December 2005  

4. Counts 1 and 2 are specimens covering the period from her eighth birthday to the end 
of 2003 by which time she was nine.  Counts 3 and 4 are specimens covering the 
coming into force of the Sexual Offences Act 2003 and the end of 2005 by which time 
she was 11.  Monthly from when she was eight M touched her vagina, sometimes over 
sometimes under her clothing.  He would oblige her to touch his penis.  The assaults 
were mostly at night in her room, but sometimes in the living room during the day.   

5. In 2005 the family’s move to France saw an escalation in frequency because he was not 
working.  When S's mother was in hospital, having given birth to S's younger sister, he 
began to tell S to remove her clothing, touched her exposed vagina and made her touch 
his exposed penis.  Whenever she indicated unwillingness he threatened to make life 
difficult for the rest of the family by, for example, withholding money or prohibiting its 
annual trip to North Africa.  He would tell S that if she did not do him favours he would 
not do her any.  She described this as blackmail and said it made her feel like a 
prostitute.   

January 2006 to December 2007  

6. Counts 5 and 6 were specimens.  S was aged between 11 and 13.  Shortly before in 
2006 the family returned to England, S told her mother what had been happening.  Her 
mother told S that the child would have to confront him.  S would not and did not 
pursue it.   

7. M continued his repeated abuse which now progressed to digital penetration.  In 
December 2009 and in December 2011, S told school friends what had been happening 
but made no formal allegation until January 2012 after an argument with him.  She was 
late home and he called her "a piece of shit and a disgrace to Muslims".  She was so 
enraged by that hypocrisy that she told her form tutor.  An investigation began.  
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8. M had no previous convictions.  The author of a pre-sentence report noted that he 
continued to maintain that S had fabricated the allegations, suggesting distorted 
thinking on his part.  He showed no remorse.  The offences encompassed five years.  
He posed a high risk of harm to S and to the public.  S's victim impact statement 
includes the following:  

"I have always been scared to say anything to [him] because of how he 
might react.  I was always worried about my mum too ... Going to court 
made me realise he felt no guilt ... I have never cared for myself I have 
always taken responsibility for everyone else and had no life.  I was never 
a child because of what he did ... I now get panic attacks ... I wake in the 
night imagining there is someone there and then I have a panic attack and 
I cannot sleep ... " 

9. The Attorney argues for aggravating features being S’s vulnerability by reason of age, 
particularly in respect of counts 1 and 2; the significant age gap between M and S; the 
breach of trust, M her stepfather; threats to enforce her compliance; repeated targeting; 
serious psychological harm and no apparent remorse.  Mitigating, the Attorney 
concedes, is his good character. 

10. The maximum sentence for indecent assault contrary to section 14 Sexual Offences Act 
1956 is 10 years, that for sexual activity with a child under the later statute 14.  The 
Sentencing Guidelines Council work of 2007 on the Sexual Offences Act 2003 affects 
counts 3 to 6. Though counts 1 and 2 pre-dated the operation of the Act, the guideline is 
nevertheless relevant, the court required to assess the sentence against statutory maxima 
at the time, in this case 10 years, but by reference to the guideline now in force: Hall 
[2011] EWCA Crim 2753.  

11. These extracts from the guideline are of relevance.  As to counts 1 and 2, sexual assault 
of a victim under 13, contact between naked genitalia of the offender and another part 
of the victim's body, or contact with the genitalia of the victim by the offender using 
part of his body other than the genitalia, and for Counts 3 and 4, sexual activity with a 
child, contact between the naked genitalia of the offender and another part of the 
victim's body, particularly the face or mouth, range one to four, starting point two 
years.  Contact with the naked genitalia of the victim by the offender using a part of his 
body other than the genitalia, starting point 12 months, range 26 weeks to two years.  
Counts 5 and 6, sexual activity with a child, digital penetration of the vagina, starting 
point four years, range three to seven. 

12. The route for the sentencing judge is familiar.  Having assessed dangerousness the 
judge should identify a starting point, reflective of the facts not merely the label for the 
offence, aggravating features general and specific, mitigating features and any ancillary 
orders.  The final step is a review of the total sentence to ensure that it is balanced and 
proportionate. 

13. It is agreed that whether the judge decided to sentence consecutively, counts 1 and 2, 
counts 3 and 4, counts 5 and 6, or concurrently, as she did, is neither here nor there.  
What is important is the total loss of liberty imposed.  Mr Dyke who appeared below 
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argues that the judge, who had conducted a 10 day contested trial, was best placed to 
assess criminality culpability and harm and he referred us in particular to Attorney 
General's Reference No 33 of 2011 [2011] EWCA Crim. 2028, by which we were not 
assisted. 

14. The Attorney's resting submissions are that the sentence of four and a half years for 
counts 5 and 6, the most serious, throw up the error in the judge's reasoning.  Even that 
term, had it stood proud, the Attorney would have challenged as unduly lenient.  For 
digital penetration on a girl under 13 a starting point of four years after trial is identified 
in the guidelines - for one count.  That is not the position here.  The court was obliged 
to consider the precursors to counts 5 and 6, serious by virtue of S's age (eight onwards) 
and because she was forced to touch an older man's naked penis and because, infecting 
the entirety of this indictment, was grooming.  As it progressed there were evident 
elements of blackmail and of coercion.  By the time S was 10 to 11 and old enough to 
realise that what was happening was wrong she was enduring both.   

15. Another way of assessing whether be unduly lenient is to reflect upon this:  Given the 
guidelines and the chronicle of abuse S endured, four-and-a-half years in total imposed 
on counts 5 and 6 and the remaining terms concurrent means that the offender 
committed counts 1 to 4 effectively without extra penalty.   

16. This sentence was unduly lenient. It matters not whether the terms be configured 
concurrently or consecutively and we intend to follow the pattern set by the Recorder.  
The overall total of four-and-a-half years on counts 5 and 6 is quashed.  For it there is 
substituted a sentence of seven years.  We do not interfere with counts 1 to 4, 
unnecessary for our purposes.   


